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< )ur rendit* will agree with us that the foregoing communication is | fore notice no further, the official classification of the patients, ac- 
ereilitalile to all parties concerned, anil will experience from ii> j cording to religious denomination. We know not if the com- 
]H'rusal a feeling of enhanced confidence in the management of a munits at large regard the management of the hospital as of so 
line which is so judiciously conducted as is that of the (Irani! “admirable" an order as does the Inspector; if it 1k‘ so, their ap- 
Tiunk Railway of Canada. Our engraving is front a photograph proval is expressed by an annual subscription of $267,50. There 
executed by Xotnian «V Kisser.
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is a noteworthy difference between the cost of maintaining
1 patients in Toronto and that at Kingston and Hamilton respet- 
1 lively. The cost of fotxl, medicine anti medical comforts per 

patient in Toronto being 24 1 _. cents per day, 201.. at Kingston, and 
19J4 at Hamilton. The cost per patient for “ salaries and wages" 
in Toronto is 125.4 cents per day, in Hamilton jf- t ents, and in 
Kingston 8 cents, but “ all other e\[ienses"calculated in a similar 
manner, givcstill more surprising results ; 32 '4 < ents being the daily 
amount in Toronto, 17 ) jeents in Kingston, and 12 cents in Ham
ilton. The total daily cost of maintaining a patient in Toronto 
Hospital is fig' y cents, in Kingston 39,'4, and in Hamilton 39^. 
We apprehend it is somebody’s business to ascertain the cause of

THE GENERAI. IIOSPITAE. TORONTO.

The Hospital ai ling, as its name implies, as universal host, is 
entitled, so far as concerns its object, to corresponding good
will. One would have supposed, when perusing its reports, filter 
cd though they lie through the medium of a government department, 
ment, that the existence of such functionaries as Trustees would he 
recognized therein, but we look in vain for the mention of any such per 
sonages ; our own conviction is tliaf this body should consist of the 
most intelligent, experienced,and lilierally-minded men w ithin reach 
Inasmuch as we have no guarantee that “ wisdom will die" with this discrepancy. An hospital, regarded in its twofold aspect of

an alleviator of suffering, and a medical college, is too valuable an 
institution to be allowed to suffer from mismanagement, we hope

I
any existing medical school, and we possess much evidence of 
human suffering and death from lack of professional knowledge, \ 
breadth of view, as a qualification for Trusteeship we regard as in- i therefore that whatever is wrong in the present instance will be 

Assuming the Trustees of the hospital in question, • *!*«% sct nXh*> and ‘h“ whcn ll,e community has reason to be
satisfied with the management, the claims of the institution upon 
their sympathy may be statedly advocated on a “ Hospital Sunday.” 
There is much that is objectionable in the mode in w hich the Govern
ment aid is extended to this and to other hospitals, but on this

dispensable.
to possess these qualities, we venture to consider their relation to 
the institution of far greater moment than is that of any govern
ment functionary. We may add that the work of issuing reports ! 
of Hospitals is, in our opinion, widely apart from the province of 
a ( lover,unent I lepartment. Une outcome of the present arrange subject we forbear to enlarge at present. We wall observe, as a 
ment is that we have a twofold report issued in the same volume, result of a personal inspection of the mst.ution, that wo think the 
the former being of a general character, and the other styled a , Patient8 would gladly hail some of the superfluous works of our 
“separate inspection report," both of the,» bearing the signature al"ateur artists which would ten,I to relieve the monotomy of the 
of the Official Inspector. These reports promulge some ugly j indifferently furnished walls, and we cannot doubt that the super
statements, and suggest inferences of a graver character. The Cities of many a garden and field would be acceptable alike to 
first which appears to require comment relates to the number of 1 Patents and to I rustees. 
incurable* in the hospital. Such an institution is obviously no ; 
place for them. It is equally evident that they occupy the room 
of those whose case admits of cure. When speaking of the state 
of the wards, &<■., the Inspector “damns with such faint praise" as Opinion- 
the following “ The condition was much better than 1 had 
found it at any previous visit, in fact, with the exception of the 
bathing room*and closet, the Hospital, at this visit, was found in
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all subjects, except those hostile to Christianity, will find free 
expression in these columns.

: THK. RECIPROCITY TREATY.
• > To THt: EniTou ok u The Bee-Hire."* admirable ord. r.” We venture to opine that exceptions of such 

a character invalidate the rule. Again, “ ’The supply of water
continues to be quite insufficient for the requirements of the house, Hire, I feel at liberty to give free expression to my op inions 
and until this serious need is supplied, cleanliness and a pure at- question that perhaps above all otliers, will affect the future pro- 
mosphere cannot be had in the bathing and closet rooms.” The Krcss l*iis country, (should it take effect), namely, the pending 
Inspector further observes that “ It is most important that the in- , Reciprocity I reaty with the Cnited States. As regards the ques

tion of free trade with the States, 1 am surprised that any man,

Sir,— In a journal such as you propose to make The Be,
on a

sufficient, but expensive and troublesome manner of heating the 
building by stoves, should be remedies as soon as possible." or Party,<:an Prol,ose suc'' a dung. V nder existing circumstances,

it is simply impossible,— for once rule out the commercial lines 
of demarcation between the two countries, and an unequal contest

With regard to the patients’ meals, he adds, “ 1 regretted to 
observe that the bread rations for the whole day were served in 
the morning and left in the wards, instead of the proper allowance arises, in which the States would be compelled to make sacrifices 
being served at each meal." A most effectual mode this of com- which their liabilities render impossible, and which their citizens 
municating homieopathic doses of disease to the unhappy patients ! would not tolerate. l.et us take a running glance at some of the 
Is it not notorious that gargrene is imbibed by the walls of such obstacles to free trade, the only principle on which, with any 
buildings, if not specially prepared to counteract the tendency, degree of honor, we could accept reciprocity. In the first place, 
and how much more likely is such an article as bread to become during the term through which the proposed treaty is to extend, 
a channel of infection, under such circumstances ? We should the States must necessarily be burdened by a heavy debt, they 
deem it a matter of supreme unimportance physically—whether a must destroy their tariff, and their direct taxation must be increased, 
patient be Papist, or Protestant, unless indeed the Government In order to escape this, it is but natural that many of their indus- 
intend to invite us to study the ethics of fasting. We shall there- , tries would find their way across the border. It appears to me
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